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Dominion Tower, Zaha Hadid has created a seven storey office block in Moscow for the 
city's growing IT and creative sectors, with off-set floor plates and a dramatic black and 
white atrium. 

Part of the requirement of the building was to create a secure perimeter at the 
reception point to ensure access is limited to the staff who work in the building and 
their guests. Clearly with such a unique design a unique entrance control solution was 
required. As such 4 lanes of EasyGate SG where custom design to match the dramatic 
interior.  

 
 
As such 4 lanes of EasyGate SG where custom design to match the dramatic interior. 
The EasyGate pedestals where designed to be installed in a ‘’step configuration’’ and 
the pedestal housing was customized to match the buildings monochrome appearance.  
The pedestals where constructed out of black stainless steel and black Corian. The ends 
of the pedestals where designed to match the flow of the building by appearing to 
blend in to the floor design.  

Centurion EasyGate SG uses waist height glass barriers in conjunction with state-of-the-
art optical technology to provide a high throughput security gate. The bi-directional 
glass barriers are designed to work in a ‘normally closed' mode and open after a valid 
card has been presented to allow the authorised user to pass. The barriers are 
designed to close quickly behind the authorised person to deter tailgaters whilst the IR 
sensors monitor the lane to detect unauthorised entry and ensure the safety of users. 
The ‘swing barrier’ design of the EasyGate SG allows the same slim pedestal to be used 
for both standard width and wheelchair width lanes alike making it ideal for installation 
in areas with space constraints. 

About CENTAMAN 
CENTAMAN Systems Pty is the exclusive distributor for some of the world’s most pres-
tigious entrance control brands that are used to protect leading corporations, govern-
ments, leisure and education facilities as well as retailers around the globe. The prod-
ucts highlighted here are just some of the options available that make up the  
CENTAMAN portfolio of entrance control solutions. 

“The ability of our designers to 
match the architect’s vison gave 
EasyGate a clear advantage in 
this project. Security should no 
longer seen as an obstacle. Easy-
Gates flexibility in design makes 
it an ideal solution for the 
reception area of a building like 
this.” commented Michael By-
stram,  Entrance Control Manager 
at      Centaman.  
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